James 5:12
The importance of truth and integrity

z

Integrity is very important

“But above all, my brothers,”
§ James calls the people in these churches he writes to
attention.
§ What James is about to say shows the importance of personal

integrity.
§ As a follower of Jesus, all your words should be reliable.

Extra measures to verify truthfulness
should not to be necessary
“do not swear, either by heaven or by earth or by any other
oath,”
§ Cussing, vulgar, harsh, or hateful language is addressed in
other passages.
§ Ephesians 4:29
§ Ephesians 5:4
§ Colossians 3:8
§ Colossians 4:6
§ 1 Timothy 4:12

§ James is not confronting the use of bad language.

Extra measures to verify truthfulness
should not to be necessary
§ James addresses the invoking of oaths to support the honesty

and truthfulness of the things followers of Jesus say.
§ God has taken oaths to substantiate the validity of His promises.
§

Acts 2:29–31

§ The Old Testaments supports the importance of the people of God

keeping the oaths they swear.
§

Leviticus 19:12

§ The problem developing with oaths is people swearing by

things less important than God to give themselves “wiggle
room” around truthfulness.

Extra measures to verify truthfulness
should not to be necessary
§ Deceit and insincerity practiced by cunning religious leaders was

condemned by Jesus.
§

Matthew 23:16–22

§ James appears to be drawing on the teaching of Jesus.
§

Matthew 5:34–37

§ It should not be necessary for the people of God to swear an oath to

their truthfulness.
§ When the heat from opposition and oppression is on, it is tempting to lie
to avoid suffering and hardship.
§ When succumbing to the pressure of opposition, it can be tempting to
keep our compromises on the down-low from our brothers and sisters in
Christ.

Mean what you say and say what you mean

“but let your “yes” be yes and your “no” be no,”
§ The statements, promises, and commitments of followers of
Jesus should never need reinforcing.
§ The honesty and integrity of followers of Jesus should be
dependable, even under pressure.
§ Proverbs 4:23–24

Liars go to hell
“so that you may not fall under condemnation.”
§ Oaths were used compensate for a lack of normal honesty.
Wiggle room: If you don’t swear your promise or word to an oath, your word may or
may not be true.
§ Such a practice protects dishonesty and lying.
§

§ Those given to deception and dishonesty are following in the steps of the

father of lies – Satan.
§ The condemnation of hell is the just end for liars.
§

Revelation 21:8

§ It may be that God is calling your heart to turn from lies and accept the

forgiving and cleansing grace of gospel life in Jesus.
§ There is no excuse for dishonesty and a lack of integrity.
§

James 4:17

Questions to Consider

§ Why are honesty and integrity important to you as a follower
§
§
§
§

of Jesus?
Why should it be unnecessary for you to use extra measures
like oaths to verify your truthfulness?
What examples can you give of meaning what you say and
saying what your mean, even when it hurts?
How does your honesty confirm that you are free from the fear
of condemnation?
Is your lack of honesty revealing your need of gospel grace?
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